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        Follow Your Instincts 
TimberWolf & Terra Natura


        Herbal Carnivore Specific Petfoods 

        TimberWolf Eshop 
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                    Canned Food
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                    Accesories
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        Timberwolf dry food

        	MINIMAL GRAIN formulas with  healthy grains,
	rich in  animal source proteins, fresh fruits and vegetables,
	enriched with holistic herbal blend
	natural ingredients


        Timberwolf dry food
    




    
        
            
                Delivery within 2 working days

                to Austria, Germany and Poland
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        Timberwolf & Terra Natura - lifestyle for your dog

        	formulas developed for rotational feeding,
	grain free and minimal grain formulas,
	natural ingredients,
	holistic herbal blend for health support


        More about TimberWolf 
    




    
        
            
                Discounts that you haven't seen before

                5kg + 2kg FREE, 10kg + 5kg FREE, 20kg + 5kg FREE

            

            

        

    




    
        Terra Natura canned food 

        	Monoprotein GRAIN FREE formulas,
	100% of animal source proteins,
	5 kinds of meat


        Terra Natura canned food
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                Rotational diets

                A growing number of pet owners and breeders worldwide are realizing the benefits of a rotational diet. Rotational diets involve rotating formulas and protein sources every few weeks. Rotation feeding is designed to provide improved nutrition and a more satisfying feeding experience for your pet by employing different flavors, ingredients and nutrients.

                Read more 
            

        

    




    
        
            
                All Life Stages

                In the wild, animals can't choose between puppy, adult or senior formulas. There's no "lite" formula for the wolf that is prone to weight gain. Rather, wild dogs and cats instinctively eat more or less based upon their age, activity level and other dietary needs.

                Read more 
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                Herbs

                Hundreds of species of wild herbs, grasses, sedges, nuts, berries and seeds grew abundantly over expansive areas of virgin wilderness throughout the planet, untouched by the hand of man.A vast variety of these seasonal plants are the established daily diet of all species of grazing animals, providing the necessary nutrients that their bodies need to function to their fullest potential.

                Read more 
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                        Why Timberwolf? 

                        Read a few thoughts from the manufacturer, why feed Timberwolf?
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                        The Wolf in Your Living Room 

                        Many people who take a serious interest in pet nutrition have made a decision to feed their dogs a diet that’s dictated by their genes, the carnivore diet they truly need.
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                        Palatability

                        The taste and smell of food is important to your pet. Timberwolf understands this basic fact, and we pour a great deal of money and effort into making our diets more appealing to the senses.
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                        Oxygen barrier packaging 

                        Because we use such high quality ingredients in our formulas, we want to ensure that our content stays fresh for as long as possible. We view packaging as a critical element in the production of our natural pet diets.
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                        Testing

                        At Timberwolf, we value your pet’s health just as much as you do. Since our inception, we have committed ourselves to using wholesome ingredients from trusted sources to provide your pet with a natural, nourishing diet..
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                        Myths and Misconceptions 

                        Nowadays, we can be confused and does not really know in what to believe. Please read some of the manufacturer's ideas that many of the claims you find on the web are misleading and may be misinterpreted.
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                        Food Guide 

                        A brief nutritional comparison of our formulas to make easier your decesion, when your dog has some limitation in choosing a food.
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                        Probiotics 

                        Did you know that your pet's digestive tract contains over 400 species of micro-organisms? Natural prevention of probiotics is a unique solution for colonization of digestive tract by natural "good bacteria".
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                        Bones

                        Dogs love bones especially large knucklebones, which they will gnaw on for hours.  They provide calcium in the best form, keep teeth clean and are good for the digestive tract. There is some rules you need to follow if you decide to give a bone to your dog!
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                        Recommended Daily Feeding

                        Your dog’s nutritional requirements will vary according to age, breed, climate, stress and activity levels. Please see our Feeding Instructions for guidelines on how much to feed your dog or cat. Keep in mind that every animal is different, so adjust the feeding amounts to nutritional requirements.
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                        Ingredients 

                        Timberwolf Organics is committed to making naturally healthy pet foods with a conscience. All of our ingredients are sourced from the United States with the exception of our lamb and venison, which are imported from premium suppliers in New Zealand.
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	Free shipping

	Free delivery on all order over 87€.




	 
	Support

	Need help? Feel free to contact us. 




	 
	All items in stock

	All products listed on our website are kept in stock in our distributor warehouse.
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    Contact us


    
        	 Phone:
+421 917 712 419
+421 915 300 710

	 Email:
info@timberwolfpetfood.eu



    



                
	Links


		
			Terms and Conditions
	Data Protection
	Shipping and payment
	Contact Form
	My account


	



                
	Distributor


		
			TIMBERWOLF EUROPE

	BisPharma s.r.o.
Kpt. Šmála 5110/12, 
Rimavská Sobota 979 01

	Slovakia

	VAT No.: SK2023947189
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